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Abstract -- A synchronized multimedia presentation consists
of a collection of objects, with each object having one or more
rendering intervals within the presentation timeline.  These
intervals specify the objects' start times and end times relative to
the presentation timeline. In this paper we consider the problem
of streaming a multimedia presentation from a server to a client
over a bandwidth-limited communication network. We suppose
that each of the static objects is layered-encoded. For a given
maximum delay, we consider the problem of finding the optimal
number of layers in each object in order to maximize a measure
of the overall quality of the presentation. We devise efficient
algorithms for determining an optimal policy for several natural
criteria. We also consider the problem of gradual rendering of
objects after their start times. We then apply the algorithms to a
randomly generated presentation containing layer-encoded
JPEG images.

1   INTRODUCTION

A synchronized multimedia presentation consists of a
collection of objects, with each object having one or
more rendering intervals within the presentation
timeline.  These intervals specify the objects' start times
and end times relative to the presentation timeline. For
example, the presentation might consist of an audio
stream that is played continuously while a sequence of
images is displayed. Other examples might include one
or more video clips (played simultaneously or
sequentially), animation, formatted text (such as
HTML), etc.  The Synchronized Multimedia Integration
Language (SMIL) [11] is an example of a presentation
description language that describes the temporal and
spatial layout of presentation objects.

In this paper we consider the problem of streaming a
multimedia presentation from a server to a client over a
bandwidth-limited communication network.  We
assume that bandwidth available to the multimedia
presentation is constant and known; for example, the
available bandwidth might be the average transmission
rate of the client's modem connection, which is often
the bottleneck bandwidth between the server and the
client.

It is important to make the distinction between the
continuous-media (CM) objects and the static objects
that make up a multimedia presentation. CM objects
include audio, video and other objects whose bits are

continuously processed over a playback interval.  Static
objects include images (such as JPEGs and GIFs),
formatted text and other objects whose bits are rendered
at discrete times. CM streams are typically controlled
by a streaming protocol such as RTSP according to the
temporal layout of the presentation [13]. With today's
popular streaming products (e.g., RealNetworks'
streaming products [15]), the server transmits each CM
stream at the instantaneous consumption rate of the
stream, and the client renders each CM stream as it
receives the stream. These products introduce a small
playback delay in order to build a small buffer to
remove network jitter. Our model reflects the trends in
CM streaming in that it assumes the transmission rate of
a CM stream is equal to its consumption rate.

Because static objects must be present in their
entirety before their first appearance in the presentation,
the client must retrieve each static object prior to its
scheduled appearance, which we call its deadline.  At
any instant of time, the bandwidth that is available for
the transmission of the static objects is the network
bandwidth minus the bandwidth that is being consumed
by the ongoing CM streams. The static objects can fully
utilize this available bandwidth. The server application
can explicitly match the transmission rate of the static
objects to the available bandwidth; or the server can
implicitly match the transmission rate to the available
bandwidth by sending the static objects over a self-
regulating transport protocol such as TCP.

In our model we suppose that each of the static
objects is layered-encoded. For example, each of the
static objects could be a progressively encoded JPEG
image [14]. For a layered-encoded object, rendering a
layer requires all of the lower layers to be present at the
client. When a presentation has layered objects, the
server has the option of not transmitting some of the
layers for some of the objects in order to reduce start-up
latency. However, the overall quality of the presentation
is reduced when layers are dropped. Thus there is a
critical tradeoff between the quality of the presentation
and the start-up latency.  For a given start up delay, we
consider the problem of finding the optimal number of



layers in each object in order to maximize a measure of
the overall quality of the presentation.

We allow each layer level of each static object to
have a general quality value.  In this manner, there is
considerable flexibility in defining the quality of a
rendered object.  For example, the quality of an object
could be the percentage of layers rendered, the
percentage of compressed bits rendered, the mean
squared error of the image rendered, or the number of
layers rendered times the fraction of time the layers are
displayed in the presentation.

There are several natural measures for the overall
quality of a presentation. One natural measure is the
sum of the qualities of the individual objects, which we
refer to as the total quality of the presentation. For this
total criterion we develop a dynamic programming
algorithm that maximizes the total quality for a fixed
start-up delay. But for many natural quality functions
for the individual objects, the total quality criterion has
a tendency to overly emphasize objects that are near the
end of the presentation. To avoid this result, we
introduce a new criterion that we refer to as the refined
max-min criterion.  The refined max-min criterion
strives to equalize the quality values of all the static
objects while improving quality in a uniform manner
when extra bandwidth remains available. We also
consider the problem of gradually rendering layers
between their start and end times.  Gradual rendering
provides more flexibility at the cost of missing some
start-time deadlines.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
introduce the model for the case when all static objects
have a single layer.  In Section 3 we introduce layered
static objects and discuss the tradeoff between
presentation quality and start-up delay. In Section 4 we
present the refined max-min criterion and an efficient
algorithm for its solution. In Section 5 we present the
total quality criterion and show how it can be
formulated as a dynamic programming equation. In
Section 6 we use data from progressive JPEG images to
compare the optimization criteria for natural definitions
of object quality. In section 7 we consider gradual
rendering.  In Section 8 we review related research. We
conclude in Section 9.

2   MINIMIZING THE START UP LATENCY:
THE SINGLE LAYER CASE

In this section we briefly consider the case of one
layer for all static objects, i.e., no layer encoding. This

allows us to define notation and set the stage for the
more interesting case of layered objects.

Today (June 1999) household PCs are sold with 10
gigabytes of disk storage, and disk storage has been
doubling every year. Therefore, for the vast majority of
Internet users worldwide, client storage capacity is not a
constraint, and can be safely assumed to be limitless.
One the other hand, access bandwidth remains a
constraining resource. Although xDSL and cable
modems have been recently introduced, the majority of
Internet users remain behind dial-up and ISDN
modems. The transmission rates for the dial-up modem
and ISDN access links range between 28 Kbps and 128
Kbps, and are typically the bottleneck transmission
rates between server and client. It is therefore
reasonable to assume (as a first-order approximation)
that the available bandwidth from the server to the
client, averaged over a few RTTs, is nearly constant.
Let B  denote this average available bandwidth.

Because the CM data is being rendered
approximately within the instant in which it arrives at
the client, a predetermined amount of bandwidth will be
consumed by the CM flows at each point in time. Thus
at each point in time, we can partition the total
bandwidth B  into that which is being used by the CM
flows and that which is available for the transport of the
static data. Our first step is to develop an expression for
the cumulative bandwidth claimed by the CM flows.

Suppose there are M  CM flows in the presentation
and that [ ]mm ba ,  is the rendering interval for the thm
CM flow.  All expressions of time in this paper will be
relative to the presentation timeline, where time 0=t
represents the moment in which the presentation begins
rendering at the client. In order to remove the effects of
network jitter, it is necessary to buffer a small amount
of the stream prior to commencing playback.  Let α
represent the number of seconds that are used to build
up the jitter buffer.  Thus transmission of the thm  CM
flow will begin at time α−=′ mm aa .  These bits will
be transmitted at a constant rate mr  until the last bit of
the stream arrives. The transmission of the stream ends
at time α−=′ mm bb . The cumulative number of bits of

bandwidth consumed by the thm  flow has the following
form:
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The cumulative bandwidth claimed by all the CM
flows is the sum of the cumulative bandwidth claimed
by the individual flows:
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If we begin transmitting presentation data d seconds
prior to rendering (i.e., at time dt −= ), then the
maximum number of bits that can be received at the
client by time t  is ( )dtB +⋅ . Thus the cumulative
bandwidth available to the static objects up to time t is:

( ) ( )tBdtBtB CMstatic
d −+⋅= )(                    (1)

In addition to the m  CM flows, let N  denote the
number of static objects, where the thi  object has iy
bits and initial rendering time it . Without loss of
generality we can assume that the N  objects are
ordered in their presentation orders. We refer to the
rendering times as arrival deadlines, because the bits of
each static object must arrive before these times in order
that rendering occurs on schedule. For each deadline it ,
we must have that the bits of objects 1 through i  are
not greater than the cumulative bits available for their
transmission, as follows:
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Combining expressions (1) and (2), and rearranging,
we obtain the minimum start up delay for the
presentation:
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3   MULTIMEDIA PRESENTATIONS WITH LAYERED
STATIC OBJECTS

For the remainder of this paper we suppose that all
objects are layered-encoded. Such layered objects can
be rendered in increasing degrees of quality as more
layers of the object are used. For a given maximum
start-up delay, we consider the problem of determining
which layers to transmit in each of the objects so that

presentation quality is optimal.  Let d  denote the
maximum start up delay, which we consider given and
fixed throughout the remainder of this paper.

As before, we let it  represent the deadline for object
i . Also, we denote the time transmission commences
by 0t , i.e., dt −=0 .  Let ib  be the number of bits that
can be transmitted between the deadlines 1−it  and it ,

i.e., ( ) ( )1−−= i
static

i
static

i tBtBb . Henceforth we refer

to the interval [ ]ii tt ,1−  as the thi  interval, and ib  as the
number of bits (from static objects) that can be
transferred in this interval to the client.

We use iL  to represent the number of layers of object

i , and ijx  to represent the number of bits in its thj
layer. We define ( )jyi  as the cumulative bits required
to send layers 1 through j  of object i , i.e.

( ) ijii xxjy ++= ...1 .
A delivery policy specifies the number of layers to

send for each object, which we represent as an N-
dimensional vector P  whose thi  component ij
represents the number of layers of object i  to send to
the client. That is, ( )NjjP ,,1 �= , where =ij
number of layers to send of object i .

Policy ( )NLL ,,1 �  will obviously result in the
highest quality presentation, but it may not be possible
to send this amount of data under the given bandwidth
and delay constraints.  We call a policy feasible if all of
the bits sent arrive at the client prior to their deadlines.
Obviously we should send bits with earlier deadlines
before bits with later deadlines; thus we can express
feasibility with the following system of N  inequalities:

( )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) NNN bbjyjy
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In words, at each deadline, the cumulative number of
bits needed must be less than or equal to the cumulative
bits that could have been transmitted.

Now that we have defined the set of feasible policies
(which result in uninterrupted presentations), we need
to determine which of these policies results in
presentations with the greatest quality.  To this end, we



say that object i  achieves quality value ( )jqi  if layers
1 through j  of object i  are displayed. These quality
values can be defined by subjective evaluation, by
quantitative measures (such as mean squared error) or
by simple natural choices. For example, a natural choice
is ( ) ji Ljjq = ,in which the quality of an image is
simply equal to the percentage of the object's layers that
are rendered.  Another natural measure is

( ) ( ) ( )iiii Lyjyjq = , which associates the quality
value with the fraction of bits rendered.  We also might
want to assign relatively more weight to objects at the
beginning of the presentation (in order to lock in the
user's attention) or more weight to the bottom layers of
the images (in order to encourage homogeneity in
quality across images). We also may want to determine
the quality of an object by taking into account the
length of time the object is displayed. Clearly, a general
function ( )jqi  provides great flexibility in defining
quality, and should allow us to match the model's
definition of quality to realistic values. Naturally we
assume that ( )jqi  increases as the number of layers j
increases.

In order to determine an optimal policy P , we need
to define the overall quality of a presentation.  One
natural definition of presentation quality is the sum of
the quality values of the individual static objects, which
we call its total quality. We consider optimizing the
total quality in Section 5. In the next section we
introduce a criterion which strives to balance the quality
values of the objects while using the available
bandwidth to its fullest.

4   THE REFINED MAX-MIN CRITERION

A natural definition of the overall quality of a
presentation is the worst quality of its objects, which we
call the max-min criterion:

( )
( ){ }

( ) ( ){ }NNLjjj
jqjqPQ
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Although the max-min criterion is a natural criterion, it
typically provides policies that do not allocate all the
available bandwidth. Consequently, sending additional
layers for some objects may be possible, which,
although not increasing the minimum quality, clearly
improves the overall quality of the presentation.  Also,
if the target start up delay is small and the first image is
to be rendered at the beginning of the presentation, it
will be possible to send only a few layers of the first

object, which then becomes the minimum quality set for
all images in the presentation.  In general, less
bandwidth is available for transmitting objects with
earlier deadlines, thus the minimum attainable quality
will be dominated by bandwidth available for the early
objects. We now consider a refined max-min criterion
that overcomes these inadequacies.

We refine our notion of the overall quality of a
presentation by representing it with a vector rather than
a scalar value, and define an ordering of these vectors.
Let ( )NjjA ,,1 �=  and ( )NkkB ,,1 �=  be two
policies.  These will have corresponding quality vectors,

( ) ( ) ( )( )NN jqjqAQ ,,11 �= ,  and
 ( ) ( ) ( )( )NN kqkqBQ ,,11 �= .

Now sort the elements in each of these vectors from
lowest to highest quality value to obtain their sorted
quality vectors ( )Naa ,,1 �  and ( )Nbb ,,1 � ,
respectively.  We say that policy A  has better quality
than policy B  if the sorted quality vectors are equal
until some position k  where the quality value of A  is
greater than that of B .  That is, BA >  if there exists a
k  such that ii ba =  for ki < , but that kk ba > . A
feasible policy A  is said to be optimal if there does not
exist another feasible policy B  such that AB > . We
refer to this criterion as the refined max-min criterion.

We clarify the refined max-min criterion with an
example.  Suppose that policy ( )8,7,6,7,6,5=A , that is,
under policy A , 5 layers of the first object are sent, 6
layers of the second, etc.  Suppose that policy

( )8,8,6,6,5,6=B .  If we use the identity quality
measure ( ) jjqi = , then the quality vectors will be
identical to the policy vectors, that is, ( ) AAQ =  and

( ) BBQ = . The sorted quality vectors will be
( )8,7,7,6,6,5=AS  and ( )8,8,6,6,6,5=BS . AS  and

BS  match in the first three elements, but the fourth
element of AS , which is 7, is greater than the fourth
element of BS , which is 6.  Therefore, policy A  has
better quality than policy B .

It is important to note that if a policy is optimal for
the refined max-min criterion, then it is also optimal for
the max-min criterion.  However, the converse is not in
general true. Thus the refined max-min criterion is a
more sensible measure for the overall quality of a
presentation, because in addition to satisfying the max-



min criterion, it better exploits the available bandwidth
to improve the quality of the presentation.

We now present an algorithm that determines the
optimal policy under the assumption that the quality
values ( )jqi  are distinct for all values of i  and j .
Quality measures that utilize the length of time rendered
or the number of bits typically fulfill this assumption.
The algorithm (shown in Fig. 1) starts with the null
policy and a set S  consisting of all objects.  It enters a
loop in which it tries to add a layer to the object in S
with minimum quality in S .  If this results in a non-
feasible policy, then it removes the object from S
without adding a layer to it.

The set S  is used to record which objects are not yet
fixed in their number of layers in the final policy.  If an
object has minimum quality in the set S , but it is not
feasible to improve its quality by sending an additional
layer, then we no longer consider it by removing it from
S .  We terminate the loop when P  includes all layers
or when S  becomes empty. The algorithm converges to
an optimal policy.

In the case of continuous quality measures that are
functions of the number of bits in a layer or the length
of time the object is rendered, our assumption of
distinct ( )jqi  is reasonable, and the above algorithm is
adequate.  However, for the quality measure ( ) jjqi = ,
and other measures that map into a relatively small
range, this algorithm may not converge to an optimal
policy.  If the quality values are not distinct, at some
point within the loop there may be a non-singleton
subset R  of S  whose elements have the minimum
quality under policy P .  If adding the next layer to P
for all the elements of R  results in a feasible policy,
then there is no problem.  However, it may be the case
that a feasible policy may only be possible by adding

the next layer for a subset of R .
In Fig. 2, we present a modified version of the

algorithm that converges to an optimal policy by
properly resolving quality ties.  However, for the
algorithm to work, we must assume that when one
object is larger than another object, the sizes of its
layers are individually larger than the layers of the
smaller object.  We refer to this as the consistency
condition.  In notation,

jnforxxxx kninkjij >>>
For each pass in the outer loop of the algorithm, we

construct an ordered set (a vector) R  of all objects
from S  that have the minimum quality value in relation
to other objects of S .  (Note that the elements of R
should be in increasing order.) Then we enter an inner
loop that passes forward through R .  For each object in
R , we add a layer in the policy vector P
corresponding to that object. If this results in a non-
feasible policy, then we must remove one layer either
from this object or from an adequately sized earlier
object of R .  (By adequate, we mean that it would free
up enough bits to transmit the last added layer.)  At this
point, the consistency condition has us drop the layer
that consumes the greatest number of bits, because this
will free up the greatest number of bits for the
transmission of additional layers of the remaining
objects in R , and for the transmission of additional
layers in future passes through the outer loop.  We
terminate the loop when either the policy transmits all
the data or S  becomes empty.  The algorithm produces
an optimal policy when the consistency condition is

( ) ( )0,,0,,1 �� == NjjP
{ }NS ,,2,1 �=

do while ( )NLLP ,,1 �≠  and S  is not empty
   find Sk ∈  s.t. ( ) ( )iikk jqjq ≤  for all i  in S
   if ( )Nk jjj ,,1,,1 �� +  is feasible then
      1+= kk jj
   else
      remove k  from S

Figure 1: Refined max-min algorithm

{ }NS ,,1 �=
( ) ( )0,,0,,1 �� == NjjP

do while ( )NLLP ,,1 �≠  and S  is nonempty
    let ( )niiR ,,1 �=  be the vector comprised of
        elements in S with minimum quality
    for k  = 1 to n
        1+=

kk ii jj
        if P  is not feasible then
           find km ≤  s.t. object m  is contributing
              the greatest number of bits
           remove m  from R  and S
           1−=

mm ii jj

Figure 2: Refined Max-min algorithm with tie-
breaking



satisfied.

5   THE TOTAL QUALITY CRITERION

For the total quality criterion, the quality of a
presentation for policy ( )NjjP ,,1 �= , denoted by

( )PQ , is sum of the individual quality values, that is,
( ) ( ) ( )NN jqjqPQ ++= �11 .

In this section we develop an efficient means to
determine the policy P  that maximizes the total quality

( )PQ  subject to the constraint of uninterrupted
playback. In particular, we show how to formulate this
optimization problem as a dynamic programming (DP)
problem.

Suppose that we want to send objects n  through N ,
and that we have s  surplus bits of bandwidth available
to do this, in addition to the Nn bb ,,�  bits that are
available in the intervals terminating at deadlines

Nn tt ,,� .  Define ( )snf ,  to be the maximum quality
attainable for these objects.  That is,

( ) ( ) ( ){ }NNnn jqjqsnf ++= �max, ,

where Nn jj ,,�  satisfy the following constraints:
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( ) ( )

( ) ( ) NnNNnn
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By definition, ( )0,1f  is the maximum quality for the
presentation.

Now consider the following functional equation of
dynamic programming.  For 1,,1 −= Nn � ,

( )
( ){ }

( ) ( )( ){ }jybsngjqsng nnnbsjyj nn

−+++=
+≤

,1max,
|

,

and for Nn = ,
( )

( ){ }
( ){ }jqsNg Nbsjyj NN +≤

=
|

max, .

It can be shown that ( ) ( )snfsng ,, =  for all n  and s .
(The proof is suppressed due to page limitation
constraints.)  Standard DP techniques can be employed
to efficiently determine the optimal policy from these
equations.

6   EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We assembled a slide show presentation with images
randomly taken from the WebMuseum, Paris and the
University of Southern California Image Database,
which includes 2 black and white and 8 color images.
We encoded the images using the Independent JPEG
Group's library [14], which by default encodes color
images into 10 layers and black and white images into 6
layers. We chose rendering times that reflect a quick-
paced slide-show presentation.  Table 1 shows the
number of bytes in each layer of each image, and the
deadlines for the arrival of each image relative to the
presentation timeline.  With this data we compare the
transmission policies that result from using the total
quality criterion and the refined max-min criterion for
two different quality measures.

The first object quality measure is the ratio of layers
rendered to the total number of layers in the object, i.e.,

( ) ii Ljjq = . We call this the layer-oriented quality
measure. We use this rather than the number of layers,
because the objects in the presentation are not encoded
into the same number of layers.  The layer-oriented
quality measure generally results in many ties, because
many objects in the presentation will be encoded with
the same number of layers. Since the refined max-min

Table 1: Image Data for Slide-Show Presentation

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 0 1321 1956 457 306 1926 2899 246 492 415 5210 15228
2 18 2966 8026 7479 14341 566 25803 59181
3 36 11118 14782 1594 2635 14471 28445 2556 3060 3830 73974 156465
4 51 11223 22622 12931 35286 2106 66897 151065
5 62 10536 17380 1007 1600 14285 30474 2550 3521 4839 81178 167370
6 76 3473 3666 602 569 1700 6880 826 978 922 19360 38976
7 95 4596 7312 852 629 2375 7988 952 1616 1645 14893 42858
8 107 9253 7322 818 1200 3068 16640 2587 2025 2482 68278 113673
9 124 4424 4969 1554 1153 2284 6597 829 1613 1473 14705 39601
10 133 13221 28030 2438 4026 45614 58405 2621 5035 8037 116863 284290

Bytes by Layer NumberDeadline 
(secs) totalImage



algorithm relies on the consistency condition to break
ties correctly, the policy that it produces may be sub-
optimal when the condition is not met. In fact, we found
the consistency condition to be weakly satisfied by the
layered JPEG data that we investigated. (You can see
this by examining Table 1.)

The second object quality measure is the ratio of bits
rendered to total bits across all layers. We call this the
bit-oriented quality measure.  For the bit-oriented
quality measure, we have:

( )
i

j

k
ik

i x

x
jq == 1 , where 

=

=
iL

j
iji xx

1

This is a somewhat natural measure in that the number
of encoded bits, in a loose sense, represents the
"information" in the layers; we are therefore associating
quality with rendered information.

We suppose that there are 36 Kbps of bandwidth
available for the presentation, and that the audio stream
consumes 12 Kbps of this total. We fix the start up
delay at 5 seconds.

Fig. 3 shows the percentage of layers sent for each
object for each of the two criteria, using the layer-
oriented quality measure.  The resulting policies of the
two algorithms appear to agree in general regarding
which images should be weak (in terms of percentage of
layers rendered) and which should be strong.  However,
the refined max-min algorithm makes the weakest
images slightly stronger and the strongest images
slightly weaker.  In other words, the refined max-min
algorithm produces a presentation that is more uniform.

We can also see from Fig. 3 that the worst case object
quality is 50 percent for the refined max-min criterion.
The ordinary max-min criterion would have stopped at
this point, generating a policy that transmits 50% of the
layers for each object.  The refined max-min criterion
enables the presentation to display more layers than an
ordinary max-min criterion while still respecting the
max-min philosophy.

Fig. 4 shows the percentage of bits sent for each
object when using the bit-oriented quality measure.
Here the two algorithms give strikingly different
policies. While the refined max-min algorithm
continues to distribute relatively equal importance
across all objects, the total quality algorithm selects a
highly non-uniform distribution.  The worst case object
quality for the refined max-min criterion is
approximately 30 percent of the object's bits, while that
of the total quality criterion is less than 10 percent.

In order to further examine the differences between
the two criteria and the two quality measures, we
computed the optimal policies for the sample
presentation while varying the level of bandwidth.  We
plotted three different summary statistics: minimum
percentage of layers rendered (Fig. 5), bandwidth
utilization (Fig. 6), and average percentage of layers
rendered (Fig 7).

Fig. 5 demonstrates that the refined max-min criterion
is superior to the total quality criterion with respect to
minimizing the worst quality, which isn't surprising,
because this objective was its primary motivation.  It
should also be noted that the layer-oriented quality
measure performs better than the bit-oriented quality
measure.  There are a few points where the total quality
criterion with the layer-oriented measure performs
better than the refined max-min criterion with the bit-

Figure 3: Percentage of layers sent by criterion
under the layer-oriented quality measure
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Figure 4: Percentage of bits sent by criterion
under the bit-oriented quality measure
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oriented measure, but in general the refined max-min
criterion is better with both quality measures.

After maximizing the minimum object quality, our
second motivation was to improve the presentation
quality by using as much of the additional bandwidth as
possible, while trying to minimize the worst case of
those images that could be helped.  Fig. 6 shows the
bandwidth utilization (bandwidth consumed ÷
available bandwidth) for the two criteria with the two
quality measures. Here, all methods show increased
variance in the upper bandwidth region, which is
explained by the large amount of data concentrated in
the final layer of each image.  The plot shows that the
refined max-min criteria works slightly better with the
bit-oriented measure.

Fig. 7 shows the average of the percentage of layers
rendered for each object.  Here the total quality criterion
based on the layer-oriented quality measure is superior
to the other methods, especially for the lower and mid-
range bandwidths. The total quality criterion with the
bit-oriented quality measure also appears to do well in
the lower bandwidths, but gives weaker results for
higher levels of bandwidth.  At high levels of
bandwidth, the various methods converge, but the
refined min-max criterion based on the layer-oriented
quality measure converges the most quickly. The

refined max-min criterion with the bit-oriented quality
measure is the clear loser in this comparison.

In summary, the four objectives can produce rather
different optimal policies.  We believe that the refined
max-min criterion is superior to the total quality and
max-min criteria.  Nevertheless, in order to make a
more definite conclusion, subjective testing with human
subjects is needed.  Also, it is desirable to experiment
with other quality values ( )jqi  that take into account
the mean-squared error.

Figure 6: Bandwidth utilization by
criterion/quality measure
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Figure 7: Minimum number of layers
rendered by criterion/quality measure
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Figure 5: Minimum number of layers
rendered by criterion/quality measure
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7   GRADUAL RENDERING

Now we consider the benefits and methodology of
gradual rendering of static presentation objects.  In
gradual rendering, the object layers are permitted to
arrive after the beginning of the object’s rendering
period, but before the end of the rendering period.  In
this way, the client can improve the object’s quality by
rendering additional layers that arrive late.

To see that a transmission policy that includes
gradually rendered objects has value, consider a slide
show presentation with an audio stream encoded at 12
Kbps, a start-up delay of three seconds, and a total
bandwidth of 20 Kbps.  This leaves 8 Kbps for the
transmission of static content.  Now suppose the first
image is displayed for one minute, and that it contains
25 K bits in the first layer.  Because the 3-second start
up phase only permits the transfer of 24 K bits, the first
layer can not fully arrive before the beginning of the
object’s rendering interval.  Without permitting gradual
rendering, no layers of the first image will be displayed,
and the user’s screen will be blank during the first one
minute of the presentation.

In general, presentations with short start up delays
will not be able to adequately render the initial object.
But a small start up delay is important in many
situations, thus a transmission policy that admits
gradual rendering is needed.

Besides allowing shorter start up delays, another
benefit of gradual rendering is to increase bandwidth
utilization near the end of the presentation.  Imagine a
completely symmetric presentation in which the objects
have the same number of layers, the same number of
bits per layer, and rendering intervals of equal length
(including the start up interval).  The optimal refined
max-min policy will transmit equal layers of each
image.  However, in addition to these layers, the quality
of the last image can be gradually improved during its
rendering interval if the client continues to retrieve
additional layers.

To see that gradual rendering is applicable for objects
other than the first and the last, consider a presentation
with three objects, each having 10 layers with 10 K bits
per layer.  Suppose that 30 K can be transmitted in the
start up period prior to the deadline of the first object,
30.01 K in the rendering interval of the first object, and
200 K in the rendering interval of the second object.
(The bandwidth available in the rendering interval of
the third object is unimportant.)  Without gradual
rendering, the optimal refined max-min policy will be to
send 3 layers of the first object (consuming the 30 K of

bandwidth available in the start up interval), 3 layers of
the second object (consuming the 30 K of bandwidth
available in the rendering interval of the first object),
and 10 layers of the third object (consuming 100 K of
the remaining available bandwidth).  In summary, the
optimal refined max-min policy without gradual
rendering will be (3, 3, 10).

On the other hand, if we permit gradual rendering, it
is possible to render the policy (6, 10, 10).  With this
policy, the server transmits 26 layers back-to-back with
the available bandwidth.  First, it transmits the six
layers of object 1, then the 10 layers of object 2, and
finally the 10 layers of object 3.  The first 3 layers of
the first object are rendered at the beginning of its
rendering interval, followed by 3 additional layers that
are progressively rendered throughout the interval.
When the rendering interval of the second object
begins, no layers will be available, but each of the
object's 10 layers will be transmitted and progressively
rendered during the initial one third of the interval.  The
remaining bandwidth will then be used to transmit 10
layers of the third object, which will be rendered on
time.

One drawback of policy (6, 10, 10) over (3, 3, 10) is
that now the first three layers of the second object will
arrive late relative to the start of their rendering interval.
Thus it could be argued that this delay makes the
gradual rendering policy inferior.  In this case, one
could use the policy (3, 10, 10), in which the first 3
layers of the second object are available at the start of
its rendering interval, as in policy (3, 3, 10), and the 7
additional layers are progressively rendered.

However, a more serious objection to policy (6, 10,
10) is that layer 6 of the first object is used for an
insignificant amount of time, but results in a significant
delay in the rendering of the second object.  Intuitively,
policy (5, 10, 10) is better than (6, 10, 10), because it
avoids sending a layer which is rendered for an
insignificant amount of time and reduces the rendering
delay for the layers of the second object.  The algorithm
we present does not recognize this trade-off, and
converges to policy (6, 10, 10).  However, if we modify
the definition of feasibility so that it rejects layers that
arrive excessively late -- such as 1 second prior to the
end of their rendering interval -- then the algorithm will
converge to policy (5, 10, 10) in this example.

For gradual rendering, we now consider a policy
( )NjjP ,,1 �=  to be feasible if the bits sent arrive

prior to the end of their rendering intervals.  For



illustrative purposes, we consider the following natural
definition of quality for gradual rendering.

=ijv rendering time of layer j  of object i
=iw length of the rendering interval for object i
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Because the calculation of ijv  depends on the number

of layers chosen for the objects preceding object i , iq
is necessarily a function of these layers and the layers
chosen for object i .

The refined max-min algorithm without gradual
rendering converges, because adding a layer to the
object with the worst quality will not degrade the
quality of the other objects.  But this may not be the
case with our new definitions of feasibility and quality;
because at some point within the execution of the
algorithm, it may be possible to add a layer to the object
with minimum quality that results in the delayed arrival
of succeeding layers, thus degrading their qualities.  We
propose the heuristic of testing for degradation in
overall quality before adding a layer.  The algorithm for
gradual rendering with our proposed heuristic is shown
in Fig. 8.

We used the same presentation data in Table 1 of
section 6 to compare the layer-oriented refined max-min
algorithm with and without gradual rendering.  Fig. 9
shows the percentage of layers rendered for each object
under the two methods.  Note that the policy with
gradual rendering is better than the policy without
gradual rendering in the sense of the refined max-min
criterion.  Interestingly, the gradual rendering algorithm

decreases the number of layers in images 1 and 2 in
order to send more layers of image 5.  It also decreases
the number of layers in images 6 through 9 in order to
send more layers of image 10.  The gradual rendering
algorithm delivers some of the layers in images 5 and
10 late.  These late arriving layers will contribute less
than a full unit towards the quality of the image, so the
algorithm works harder to send additional layers of
these two objects.  Image 10 dominates the transmission
policy, because it is very large in size (almost twice as
large as the next largest image) and it is preceded by a
very short interval (half as long as the next shortest
interval).

8   RELATED RESEARCH

In the context of stored VBR-encoded video, several
papers have studied the transmission of video from a
server to a client with finite storage; a partial list
includes [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. All of these papers
assume that the video is encoded with one layer. These
papers have examined a variety of smoothing and pre-
fetching schemes that minimize bandwidth usage for
fixed start-up delay and finite client storage capacity.
Although finite client storage remains an important
issue for mobile handsets, the large majority of Internet
users today have abundant local storage. The schemes
that we have developed in this paper target these users.
The policy for one-layer static objects described in
Section 2 can be viewed as a special case of [2, 4, 6].

Recently, Zhao, Willebeek-LeMair and Tiwari have
considered "malleable multimedia presentations" [1, 2].
Their model is similar to ours in that the objects are
assumed to be encoded in layers. A central assumption
in their work is that client storage is finite. They
investigate the tradeoff between the size of client

{ }NS ,,1 �=
( ) ( )0,,0,,1 �� == NjjP

do while ( )NLLP ,,1 �≠  and S  is nonempty
find Sk ∈  s.t. ( ) ( )iikk jqjq ≤  for all i  in S
   if ( )Nk jjj ,,1,,1 �� +  is feasible AND
   has better overall quality, then
      1+= kk jj
   else
      remove k  from S

Figure 8: Refined Max-min algorithm with gradual
rendering

Figure 9: Percentage of layers rendered by
the refined max-min algorithm with and
without gradual rendering
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storage and the number of layers that can be
transmitted, assuming that the transmission bandwidth
is limited.  In [2], the authors assume all objects have
the same number layers and only consider policies that
transmit the same number of layers for each object.
They propose a binary search algorithm to search
through the number of layers in order to find the
maximum number of layers, l , that can be sent while
satisfying the bandwidth constraint. In [1] they provide
an enhancement algorithm that adds one layer to layer
l  for a subset of the objects while remaining feasible.

Our work differs from [1] and [2] in many respects.
First, we allow for general quality values, ( )jqi  for
each layer j  for each object i . References [1] and [2]
only consider the special case ( ) jjqi = , which is in
many circumstances not an accurate measure of the
quality of a rendered object. Second, we examine
optimization criteria that are different from simply
finding the maximum number of layers that can be
transmitted for all objects. We consider the natural total
quality criterion and show how optimizing total quality
can be formulated as a dynamic programming problem.
We also propose a refined max-min criterion, which
makes efficient use of the available bandwidth while
striving to maximize the worst-case quality for rendered
objects.  For different types of quality value definitions,
we develop several efficient algorithms for the refined
max-min criterion.  We present numerical testing with
real progressive JPEG data to investigate and compare
the different quality value definitions and optimization
criteria. References [1] and [2] do not provide any
insight into their model or criteria through numerical
work.  Finally, we introduce gradual rendering into the
optimization objective, and study how gradual
rendering influences the optimal policy.

9   CONCLUSION

As multimedia authorship tools develop in the
coming years, synchronized multimedia presentations
will likely become a popular medium for Web pages
and e-mail messages.  In order to allow users to tradeoff
presentation quality with start-up and interactivity
delays, it is desirable to introduce layered encoding into
the multimedia presentations.  In this paper we have
developed a comprehensive methodology for layered
multimedia presentations.  We have proposed several
natural optimization criteria and have developed
efficient algorithms for each of the criteria.

Much work remains to be done in the area.  From a
practical perspective, standards developers need to
consider modifying existing document languages for
synchronized presentations in order to take into account
static object sizes and layers.  The current version of
SMIL does not provide this information.  From a
theoretical perspective, optimization criteria with
gradual rendering need to be studied in greater detail.
We are currently considering all of these issues as well
developing client/server implementations of the optimal
policies.
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